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NEW QUESTION: 1
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A. -c
B. -s
C. -d
D. -n
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
You use a computer that has Windows SP1 installed. The computer
has a shared folder named c:\Software.
User1 is a local user account on the computer. The account is a
member of several groups that have access to the C:\Software
folders. You need to verify whether User1 can save
files to C:\Software.
What should you do?
A. Run the Net View command.
B. Run the Net Share command.
C. Download the Sysinternals Suite bundle from the Microsoft
site. Run the AccessEnum tool against the C: \Software folder.
D. View the Share permissions on C:\Software.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
The EMPLOYEES table contains these columns:
EMPLOYEE_ID NUMBER(4)
LAST_NAME VARCHAR2 (25)
JOB_ID VARCHAR2(10)
You want to search for strings that contain 'SA_' in the JOB_ID
column. Which SQL statement do you use?
A. SELECT employee_id, last_name, job_id FROM employees WHERE
job_id LIKE '%SA_';
B. SELECT employee_id, last_name, job_id FROM employees WHERE
job_id = '%SA_';
C. SELECT employee_id, last_name, job_id FROM employees WHERE
job_id LIKE '%SA_' ESCAPE "\";
D. SELECT employee_id, last_name, job_id FROM employees WHERE
job_id LIKE '%SA\_' ESCAPE '\';
Answer: D
Explanation:
ESCAPE identifier to search for the _ symbol Incorrect answer:
BESCAPE identifier must be use Cwrong syntax Dwrong syntax
Refer:Introduction toOracle9i:SQL, Oracle University Study
Guide, 2-13

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which three statements about blending addressing in ILS/URI
dialing are true? (choose three)
A. Cisco Unified Communication manager inserts the directory
URI of the sending party in outgoing SIP invites
B. Cisco Unified Communication manager inserts the directory
URI and the directory number of the sending party in outgoing
SIP invites but not for the responses to SIP invites
C. The destination endpoint must use the directory URI and the
directory number for its response
D. Cisco Unified Communication manager inserts the directory
URI and the directory number of the sending party in outgoing

responses to SIP invites
E. The destination endpoint can use either the directory URI or
the directory number for its response, both reach the same
destination
Answer: A,D,E
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